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Welcome to Highland Highlights, Highland Middle School’s newspaper! In
this issue, we have:
 Anime and music video reviews
 DIY spring projects (sorry that they’re Easter themed, we couldn’t get
this out before break.)
 Results from The Great Hat Debate
 Conspiracy theories about Disney
 New Montly Favorites and Results from past ones
 Teacher Feature
 Jokes
 Book Recommendations
 Art

Enjoy!

Anime and Music Video Review: Durarara and BTS’ Mic
Drop Remix with Steve Aioki
By: Kayleigh Castro
The anime Durarara took place in Ikebukuro, Toshima, Japan. The anime/manga
displays actual places in Ikebukuro, like Sunshine City, Cine Sun, Sega Game Center, Game
A, and more. The beginning of the story is confusing. You only pick up a few things, like
the fact that this teenage boy just moved from some place in Japan to Ikebukuro because
he wanted to see a friend. Then, there are three to four gangs that run the city, and a girl
is looking for her friend. The friend of the person who moved to Ikebukuro to see his
friend is not very nice. There is a Russian running a sushi restaurant called Russian Sushi
-they put everything in their sushi. There are three dangerous people that live there. As
you start watching, it is not as confusing. You find out dangerous person number one is
not that bad, he just has a wickedly bad temper. Dangerous person number two is just
mean and a person who can ruin your life with the sending of one email. Dangerous
person number three is not bad whatsoever; he/she is just protecting others. Overall, it
is a good anime; I am re-watching it.
Okay, I set an alarm for when the song was coming out- 4 am- and watched it then.
The international music video did not have Desiigner, but same difference. However, the
music video was lit, literally. They had a lot of fire in the music video….kind of like their
music video for Fire….CONSPIRACY THEORY! Sorry for turning into Shane Dawson.
Nevertheless, they also had a few hooded figures, which BTS has done twice now. Who
knows why they like that? However, they have a member that loves Gucci, so… back to
the video. It starts out with Steve Aoki playing the beat to the members sitting at an
interview. The thing that got me shook was the fact that they went after Suga’s part and
they started singing in fluent English. I was confused what happened to Jimin’s line. It
once was, “Imi hwanggeumbit hwanggeumbit naui seonggong. I’m so firin’ firin’
seonghwabongsong”. Then it was changed to, “Come and follow me, follow me with your
sign up. I’m so firin’ firin’ boy, your time’s up!” Let me tell you, the original line and the
new line do NOT match up. They have very different meanings. However, I have to thank
BTS for putting English in. I loved the video; it was amazing and so cool.
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=1CQJJi88&id=3358DAE6A2CC5332E6559565D665F19D09CD09B4&thid=OIP.1CQJJi88OCAPCcwCx8beeA
HaEC&mediaurl=http%3a%2f%2fwww.yesasia.ru%2fwpcontent%2fuploads%2f2015%2f11%2fBTS_BOYINLUV.jpg&exph=464&expw=851&q=durara+and+BTS+music+video&simid=608039729263543698&selectedIndex=1
9&ajaxhist=0

DIY EASTER DÉCOR
Materials:
A white sock
o 1 cup of rice
o A hair tie or a piece of string
o 2 pieces of felt: 1 black, 1 pink
o Scissors
o Some glue
o

Steps:
o
o
o
o
o

Take the sock and dump the rice in, but DON'T fill it up all the way!
Tie the hair tie or piece of string around the spot where the rice pile ends
Cut out a tiny circle of one color of black felt and glue it onto the sock to
make an eye. Repeat.
Cut 2 tiny lines out of pink felt for the mouth. Make the 1st line the mouth,
and the other to the side to be part of the mouth.
Cut an oval out of pink felt and glue it on so it becomes the belly.

YOU DID IT!!

By: Cassie

Results Of The Hat Debate!

costa

Thank you for your input students! Here are some responses from both sides of this debate:
Pro (for) the “No Hat in Class” Rule: “Although I love to wear hats, I understand that safety is more
important now that we are in middle school, so I think that the no hat rule should stay in place.”
Con (against) the “No Hat in Class” Rule: “I think [the rule should change] because kids just want to wear
hats. I don’t see why they can’t.”
I appreciate both of your opinions and thank you both for sharing! Below are the results from the
survey:

Should the "no hat" rule for school stay in place?
1 = No
2 = Yes

2
36%
1
64%

So, after looking at the results, it appears that the majority of students who took the survey
think that the “No Hat in Class” Rule should not stay in place. Most students want to have the option to
wear hats in class, as long as they aren’t a distraction. In an effort to test the “No Hats in Class” rule, a
rule I personally dislike, I have carried out a small and quiet experiment during the past month where I
have been wearing hats to classes in order to see what the teachers would say. During my experiment, I
found that, at times, no one seems to notice the hat. In an effort to make the rule more fair, I believe
that the school could at least make the rule more flexible, such as they did with phones in class.
Students can use phones in class for specific purposes and if it is not a distraction. So, if a teacher says it
wearing a hat is allowed in class, I believe hats should be allowed to be worn without punishment.
However, if someone wears something inappropriate on their hat, or it becomes a distraction, students
must take off the hat. Teachers could also tell students to take off the hat during a test (if they are afraid
of cheating). However, I believe that not allowing any hats at all is excessive. If you feel as strongly as I
do about this matter, it may be good to ask the Student Council for their help in
changing this rule. Perhaps even a written letter sent to Mr. Wetzel would help
to change this rule. Thank you for voting on the survey and for sharing your
opinion everyone!

Disney Theory #3!
By Olivia Burdash
The conspiracy theories are back! Be prepared for the most inconceivable of all theories! Ha, ha... No
one knows how far I'll go with these puns! Okay. Let's get down to business. No, not to defeat the
Huns. I'm talking about the grandest, most baffling Disney theory of all time- and it's not even Disney!
It's called The Pixar Theory. It says that all the Pixar movies are in the same universe. Please note that
the source I used, www.pixartheory.com/, is to 2013 (Monsters University), so some of this information
is outdated.
It all begins with Brave. The theory claims that the magic from the Wisps is what makes animals and
inanimate objects behave like humans, which led to...
Superheroes in The Incredibles! They say that the Zero Point Energy Syndrome uses, and eventually
absorbs, into toys and brought them to life. The alive toys caused...
Toy Story! Theorists say that human affection is what living toys live upon now. They form their own
rules and such, and learn that they thrive off of human love. This continues in...
Toy Story 2! Toys learn that being isolated from humans will negatively impact them. Look at Jessie,
who was abandoned by Emily. Animals feel this resentment as well, which explains events in...
Finding Nemo! Fish are very advanced, and they fear the humans that experiment on them and pollute
their environment. However, animals are developing humanistic ways.
Ratatouille proves this. Remy the rat has human qualities, which is why he controls Linguini. He helps
the inept human become a cook. The other rats frown upon this.
In Toy Story 3, the toys are beginning to resent people. Carl and Ellie (from the next movie) even write
to Andy; they fear that toys and humans will have a large conflict.
In Up, people are expanding Carl's city and demand he leaves his house, which is located in a
construction site due to people polluting the Earth. After meeting Dug, he learns that animals are bitter
towards people.
In Cars, humans win with the help of machines during the war between animals and people. However,
the machines tip the balance, and humans move to another planet.
Cars 2 involves Japan and Europe, which proves the machines are on Earth. The vehicles run out of
fuel, and all the oil used polluted the planet could not sustain life.
In Wall-E, the friendly robot survived because of the solar power he used and his fascination with
humans. He and Eve attempt to save the human race. He also grows a tree.
This tree is seen in A Bug's Life. Humans are not mentioned at all as the threats the ants mention.
Insects have evolved to live a longer life without people killing them constantly.
Supposedly in Monsters University, the radiation caused in Wall-E caused the little life that was left to
evolve. The humans live in another dimension, and the monsters fear the humans will exterminate
them.
Finally, in Monsters Inc., monsters and machines realize it was a mistake to get rid of humans. They
invent the doors, which allows them to find people, their main source of energy.

Boo, from the movie above, wanted to see Sulley again. She used the doors to go back in time and is
the witch in Brave. She carved Sulley and a pizza truck, and planted all the other Easter eggs in the
movies.
What do you think of this theory? I personally think that there is some sense in it, but I think that there
are too many holes to be 100% certain. I hope you enjoyed, and have a magical day!

Voting Slips for Monthly Favorites

Season’s Greetings!
What is your favorite season?
Autumn
Winter
Spring
Summer
WRITE your answer on a slip of paper and place your
vote in the box located in Mrs. Paff's Room (237) by
May 10th , 2018

The Winner of

The Most Decadent Holiday Desserts survey
is................
A TIE!
Between

Sugar Cookies

and

Brownies

Thank you to all those who voted!
Keep an eye out for the next Monthly Favorites
Contest Created by: Alisha Mokal

The Winner of October's Monthly Favorites is..................

Kit Kats!

Thank you to all those who voted!
(Sorry for the lateness)
Keep an eye out for the next Monthly Favorites!
Contest Created By: Alisha Mokal

DIY EASTER EGG BATH BOMBS! By: Marissa Santos
My house is over-flowing with plastic Easter eggs. I have been using them for quite a few
projects lately and now I have more eggs than I need! Today, I am using a pack of my large plastic
eggs for a super fun project. I am going to show you how to make Easter Egg Bath Bombs! Yes,
you can make them yourself! The ingredients can be found below:











8 oz. Baking soda
4 oz. Epsom salt
4 oz. Cornstarch
4 oz. Citric acid
3 teaspoons water
2 teaspoons essential oil or fragrance oil for soaps
2-5 drops food coloring
Larger plastic Easter eggs or silicone/plastic mold
Confetti sprinkles (optional)

In a large bowl, combine the Epsom salt, cornstarch, baking soda and citric acid. Stir the
ingredients together using a whisk. In a separate small bowl, mix together your wet ingredients:
water, fragrance/essential oil and food coloring. I used Galactic Grape. It smells AWESOME. Did
you ever chew grape Hubba Bubba gum? This fragrance oil smells just like it!
Pour your wet ingredients into the bowl with your dry ingredients and whisk the two together.
The mixture will start to clump a little. Use your fingers to ball up a bit of the mixture to see if it
is starting to stick together. If not, you can add a little more water, but be careful. ONLY add a
very little at a time or you will ruin the entire mixture. Take one of the molds for your egg shape
and put a little of the confetti sprinkles in the tip off the egg. Then, start to pack the bath bomb
powder into both sides of the egg. Make sure there aren’t any air pockets – just a small hole is
enough to make your bath bomb crumble, so really pack the mixture in tightly. This is also the
step where you could place a very small toy inside the egg if you would like. This needs to be very
small and light or the egg will not pack correctly. One time, I tried to hide some turtle erasers in
the eggs, and they fell right apart.
Then, push the sides together and let the egg sit on a towel covered with waxed paper for at least
15 minutes. After 15 minutes, carefully pry open the egg to see if the mixture has formed to the
mold. The eggs need to dry completely overnight before you try and use them or package them
up as gifts. Pretty sweet, right? These are great gifts for friends and family and are so much fun
to put in Easter baskets. Have fun making your bath bombs! My house still smells like Galactic
Grape, and I’m LOVING it! Till next time, Marissa Santos

Teacher Feature
By Cassie Acosta
I have interviewed Mr. Chiarieri these questions and these are his answers.
Q1: What made you decide to become a teacher?
A: He started tutoring people and decided to go on from there.
Q2: What is the weirdest thing that happened to you in college?
A: One time some people came in his room for a tour while he was
studying and thought he was acting!
Q3: What is your favorite part of your job?
A: Helping people
Q4: What is your favorite movie?
A: Schindler’s List
Q5: What is your best joke?
A: Did you hear the one about the broken pencil? That is all right, there is
no point!
Q6: What is the hardest part of teaching?
A: Seeing children suffer through something they cannot fix.

FUNNY JOKE PAGE
By: Samantha D’Aragona

Q: Have you heard about the race between the lettuce and the
tomato?
A: The lettuce was a head but the tomato was trying to ketchup! 
(Catch up, get it?)

Q: What does a ghost panda say?
A: bam-BOOOOOO! (LOL) 

The joke teller: “Knock knock”
Person: “Who’s there?”
The joke teller: “Pencil”
Person: “Pencil who?”
The joke teller: “This is pointless” (LOL)

The joke teller: “Knock knock”
Person: “Who’s there?”
The joke teller: “Ice cream soda”
Person: “Ice cream soda who?”
The joke teller: “I SCREAM SODA WHOLE SCHOOL CAN
HEAR ME!!!” #LOL X 100  (“soda” sounds like “so the”,
get it?)

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS!!
By Olivia Burdash
I love to read. I really, really, love to read. I always have, and I have so many favorite series. In
this non-Disney article, I will recommend some of my favorite series to you.
Harry Potter (by J.K. Rowling): This is probably a given, with me wearing a Ravenclaw scarf
every day we play Quidditch in gym. If you don't know what it's about, it is about magic at a beautiful
school called Hogwarts. Harry Potter learns he is a wizard, and his adventures at school last 8 long
books. It eventually all ends with an epic battle between good and evil. The last book, which is
technically part of the series but came out in 2016, is kind of an epilogue. The movies are magical too
(but the books are better!)
Percy Jackson and the Olympians (by Rick Riordan): This is about Greek mythology. It involves
Percy Jackson, who learns that he's a half-blood: half human, and half god. It has 5 books, and each
one has a dangerous quest that contains tons of pieces from Greek mythology. All the books are really
funny. The movies for this are awful, in my opinion. They're decent movies, but they don't follow the
books AT ALL. The books are wonderful, though.
The Hunger Games (by Suzanne Collins): I'm not exaggerating when I say I've read the first
novel about 20 times. Katniss Everdeen, a skilled archer, is forced to participate in The Hunger Games,
which is a contest where you fight to the death. It involves lots of rebellion, blood, death, love, hope,
and despair. There are 3 books, which in my opinion, the plot progressively gets worse in each one. I
love them nonetheless. The movies are great, but again, the novels are so much better.
The Lunar Chronicles (by Marissa Meyer): This is an incredibly underrated series. It's a
fractured fairy tale series that takes place in the future. It has a very sci-fi feel, and when I read it, I
couldn't put it down! It has 4 books, along with 4 others that aren't technically part of the series: 1
explains Levana's (the main antagonist) story, one has a bunch of prologue short stories for the main
characters, and 2 are epilogue graphic novels.
The Land of Stories (by Chris Colfer): Another fractured fairy tale series. It all begins with twins,
Alex and Conner Bailey, and they discover a way into the fairy-tale world. The 6 books have their
adventures as they enter and exit The Land of Stories multiple times. (I'm very sad that the last book
came out last July.)
Renegades (by Marissa Meyer. She's an excellent author.): Superpowers! This series is focused
around the prodigies- Renegades, and Anarchists. Nova Artino has her reasons for disliking the
Renegades, but this has all her journeys with Adrian Everhart, a Renegade. I can't wait for the next
book to come out in November! Let me know if you want to help build a time machine to get it sooner...
My friends and I have big plans to get to it faster...
Other book series that are pretty good are: The Mortal Instruments (Cassandra
Clare), Maximum Ride (James Patterson), The Chronicles of Narnia (C.S. Lewis) , Throne of
Glass (Sarah J. Mass), The Heroes of Olympus (Rick Riordan), and The Kane Chronicles (also Rick
Riordan).

Art Corner!!
Art by: Kayleigh Castro

Art Corner continued!!
Art by: Natalie Kilpatrick (left) and Olivia Burdash (right)

Thank you for reading Highland Highlights!

